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¤  discrete harmonic coordinates 

 

normalization 



Harmonic parametrization 
¤  Fix the boundary of the mesh to UV 

¤  Express each UV position as linear combination of neighbors 

¤  Use cotangent weights! 



Implementation H-Maps (0) 
 

¤  Linear sistem 

¤  Sparse matrix (2n x 2n), where n is number of vertices of the 
mesh 

¤  Express each point as weighted sum of its neighbors 

¤  Find x such that Ax=0 

¤  x are the final UV coordinates! 



Implementation H-Maps (1) 

template <typename ScalarT>
    static ScalarT CotangentWeight(const FaceType &f, int edge)
    {

const FaceType * fp = f.cFFp(edge);
        assert(edge >= 0 && edge < 3);

        ScalarT cotA = 0;
        ScalarT cotB = 0;

        // Get the edge (a pair of vertices)
        VertexType * v0 = f.cV(edge);
        VertexType * v1 = f.cV((edge+1)%f.VN());

        if (fp != NULL &&
            fp != &f)
        {
            // not a border edge
            VertexType * vb = fp->cV((f.cFFi(edge)+2)%fp->VN());
            ScalarT angleB = ComputeAngle<ScalarT>(v0, vb, v1);
            cotB = vcg::math::Cos(angleB) / vcg::math::Sin(angleB);
        }

        VertexType * va = f.cV((edge+2)%f.VN());
        ScalarT angleA = ComputeAngle<ScalarT>(v0, va, v1);
        cotA = vcg::math::Cos(angleA) / vcg::math::Sin(angleA);

        return (cotA + cotB) / 2;
    } 

Computing cotangent matrix 

V0 

V1 

Va 

Vb 

f 

fp 



Implementation H-Maps (2) 

        vcg::tri::UpdateFlags<MeshType>::FaceClearV(m);
        for (size_t i = 0; i < m.face.size(); ++i)
        {
            FaceType & f = m.face[i];
            assert(!f.IsV());
            f.SetV();

            // Generate coefficients for each edge
            for (int edge = 0; edge < 3; ++edge)
            {
                CoeffScalar weight;
                const FaceType * fp = f.cFFp(edge);
                if ((fp == NULL) ||  (fp == &f)) continue; 

 if (fp->IsV()) continue;

        weight = CotangentWeight<ScalarT>(f, edge);

 size_t v0_idx = vcg::tri::Index(m, f.V0(edge));
                size_t v1_idx = vcg::tri::Index(m, f.V1(edge));

                coeffs.push_back(Eigen::Triplet<CoeffScalar>(v0_idx, v1_idx, -weight));
                coeffs.push_back(Eigen::Triplet<CoeffScalar>(v1_idx, v0_idx, -weight));

}
        }

        // Setup the system matrix
        Eigen::SparseMatrix<CoeffScalar> laplaceMat;        // the system to be solved
        laplaceMat.resize(n, n); // eigen initializes it to zero
        laplaceMat.reserve(coeffs.size());

laplaceMat.setFromTriplets(coeffs.begin(), coeffs.end());

Cycle over all faces, cumulate per face/edge contributes 



Implementation H-Maps (3) 

for (size_t i = 0; i < m.face.size(); ++i)
        {
            …. 

    for (int edge = 0; edge < 3; ++edge)
            {

…
sums[v0_idx] += weight;

               sums[v1_idx] += weight;
            }
        }

for (std::map<size_t,CoeffScalar>::const_iterator it = sums.begin(); it != sums.end(); ++it)
            coeffs.push_back(Triple(it->first, it->first, it->second));
        
        

¤  Normalize  
¤  Add sum on diagonal 



Implementation H-Maps (4) 
 

Boundary Constraints on vertices 
¤  Use Lagrange Multipliers 

¤  Suppose I’ve to solve Ax=f and A is 3x3 matrix 
¤   subject to x1+ x2=a 

 
¤  Implemented on LibIGL 
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Implementation H-Maps (5) 
 

Boundary Constraints on vertices 
¤  Use Penalization factors 

¤  Suppose I’ve to solve Ax=f and A is 3x3 matrix 
¤  subject to x1=a 
¤  Take a very hing K 

 
¤  Implemented on vcg harmonic.h 
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Harmonic Weights 
 

¤  Used to smoothly interpolate scalar values over a mesh given 
some sparse constraint 

 

 

 

¤  Useful to interpolate deformations 



Bi-Harmonic 
 

¤  Harmonic minimize the variance of 1° derivative 

¤  Bi-harmonic minimize the variance of 2° derivative 

¤  Bi-harmonic is simply obtained multiplying cot matrix by himself! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

¤  Overshooting problem with Biharmonic 



Bounded Bi-Harmonic 



Least Squares Conformal maps 
 

¤  Doesn’t  need the entire boundary to be fixed 

¤  Imposing that two vectors un UV maps to 2 orthogonal, same 
length vectors in 3D. 

f 
Ω S 

1 

1 
σ1 

σ1 



Least Squares Conformal maps 
¤  Need to fix only 2 vertices to disambiguate 

¤  Why? 



LSCM Parametrization (VCG) 
Least Squares Conformal Maps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Possibile to choose vertices to fix 

 

 

#include <vcg/complex/algorithms/parametrization/poisson_solver.h>

MyTriMesh m;
tri::PoissonSolver<MyTriMesh > PS(m);

if(!PS.IsFeaseable())
{
  printf("mesh is not suitable for parametrization \n");
  return -1;
 } else
 printf("OK - mesh is homeomorphic to a disk\n");

PS.Init();
PS.FixDefaultVertices();
PS.SolvePoisson(true);
 

PS. SetSelectedAsFixed();
PS. SetBorderAsFixed(true);



LSCM field Aligned  
Modified to align the gradients to a given field 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



As-rigid-as-possible parametrization (0) 
 

Input 3D 
mesh 

Output 2D 
parameterization 

Local-Global Approach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



As-rigid-as-possible parametrization (1) 
 

¤  Each individual triangle is independently flattened into plane 
without any distortion 

Isometric 



As-rigid-as-possible parametrization (1) 
 

¤  Merge in UV space (averaging or more sophisticated 
strategied) 

Reference triangles x Parameterization u 



Deriving Cuts 

¤  Splitting the mesh in sub-partitions 

¤  Each patch must be disk-like 



Orthoprojection (0) 

¤  Use orthographics Projection 

¤  Map each triangle in the “best projection” 

¤  Use of depth peeling 

3D 
UV 



Orthoprojection (1) 

¤  Isolated pieces are removed and 
merged with bigger areas, to avoid 
fragmentation 

¤  Useful for Color-to-Geometry 
mapping 
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Centroidal Voronoi Diagrams 

¤  VD generated from random seeds 
are not well placed around the 
seeds. 

¤  Region are not “centered” around 
the seeds 
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Centroidal Voronoi Diagrams 

¤  VD generated from random seeds 
are not well placed around the 
seeds. 

¤  Region are not “centered” around 
the seeds 
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Centroidal Voronoi Diagrams 

¤  VD generated from random seeds 
are not well placed around the 
seeds. 

¤  Move the seeds toward the centroid 
of the region 

¤  Recompute VD 
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Centroidal Voronoi Diagrams 

¤  Lloyd’s Relaxation 

¤  Until VD sites are not centroids 
¤  move site to centroid, 

¤  recalculate VD 



Voronoi Partitioning (0) 

¤  Use voronoi centroidal relaxation 
¤  Generate random  

¤  Move the seeds toward the centroid of the region 

¤  Recompute VD 

¤  https://www.jasondavies.com/lloyd/ 

  



Voronoi Partitioning (1) 

¤  On mesh’s surface give a nice patch layout! 
  



Voronoi Partitioning (2) 

¤  That can be used for parametrization 
  



Parametrization for remeshing: field alignment(0) 

¤  Crucial to place singularities in the right place! 



Parametrization for remeshing: field alignment(1) 

¤  Usually aligned to a smooth cross field 

¤  Which follows main curvature directions 

¤  And is aligned to the main features 



What is a Field? 

¤  A direction field is, for each point of a surface, a set of N unit 
vectors of the tangent plane that is invariant by rotation of 
2π/N. 

N =1  N =2  N =4  N =6  



What is a Singularity? 

¤  Singularities are a generalization of the poles (and saddles) of 
vector field. 

N =1  N =2  N =4  N =6  



Cross Field: Discrete settings 

¤  We rely on N=4 for quad 
remeshing 

¤  In the discrete settings 

¤  One cross field per face 

¤  Evaluate singularities in a 
local map 

I =ΣC/2π = 1/4 



Cross Field(VCG) 
Both per Face and per Vertex 

 

Access 

 

 

Draw 

 

 

class MyTriVertex:public vcg::Vertex<TriUsedTypes...,vcg::vertex::CurvatureDird, ... >{};

class MyTriFace:public vcg::Face<TriUsedTypes...,vcg::face::CurvatureDird,... >{}; 

#include <wrap/gl/gl_field.h>
vcg::GLField<MyTriMesh>::GLDrawFaceField(m); 
vcg::GLField<MyTriMesh>::GLDrawSingularity(m);

MyTriVertex *v= ...;
Vcg::Point3d Dir1=v->PD1();
Vcg::Point3d Dir2=v->PD2();

MyTriFace *f= ...;
Vcg::Point3d Dir1=f->PD1();
Vcg::Point3d Dir2=f->PD2(); 
 



Cross Field(VCG) 
¤  Invariance to 90° Rotations  

¤  One among d1,d2,d3,d4 identify the cross field 

¤  Can be expressed using a single scalar θ 

¤  Operations must take in consideration of 90° Invariance 

 

 



Cross Field(VCG) 
Other useful fuctions on cross field: 

vcg/complex/algorithms/parametrization/tangent_field_operators.h 

singularity 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpolate 

 

Difference 

And many others… 

 

 

static void UpdateSingularByCross(MeshType &mesh)

typename MeshType::template PerVertexAttributeHandle<bool> Handle_Singular;
typename MeshType::template PerVertexAttributeHandle<int> Handle_SingularIndex;

Handle_Singular=vcg::tri::Allocator<MeshType>::template 
GetPerVertexAttribute<bool>(mesh,std::string("Singular"));

Handle_SingularIndex =vcg::tri::Allocator<MeshType>::template 
GetPerVertexAttribute<int>(mesh,std::string("SingularIndex"));

bool isSing=Handle_Singular[i];
int SingIndex=Handle_SingularIndex[i];
 

template < typename ScalarType >
vcg::Point3<ScalarType> InterpolateNRosy3D(. . .)\ 

static typename FaceType::ScalarType DifferenceCrossField(. . . ) 



Cross Field(Smooth) 
 

Smoothness measure: 

 

Integer DOF for rotation 

 

 

 

 

 



Cross Field(Smooth) 
 

Compute curvature main 
directions at a given scale 

 

 

 

 

 



Cross Field(Smooth) 
 

Select regions with with high  
curvature anisotropy 

 

 

 

 

 



Cross Field(Smooth) 
 

Use as hard constrants and 
smooth everywhere else 

 

 

 

 

 



Cross Field(Smooth) 
 

Use sharp features as hard 
constraints if availables 

 

 

 

 

 



Cross Field(Smooth) 
 

...and smooth everywhere 
else 

 

 

 

 

 



Cross Field Computation(VCG) 
Include 

Parameter settings 

 

 

 

 

 

call 

 

/Users/nicopietroni/Desktop/vcg/vcglib/wrap/igl/smooth_field.h 

struct SmoothParam {
//the 90° rotation independence while smoothing the direction field
int Ndir;
//the weight of curvature if doing the smoothing keeping the field close to the original one        
ScalarType alpha_curv;
//align the field to border or not 
bool align_borders;
//threshold to consider some edge as sharp feature and to use as hard constraint (0, not use)
ScalarType sharp_thr;
//threshold to consider some edge as high curvature anisotropyand to use as hard constraint
ScalarType curv_thr;
//the method used to smooth MIQ or "Designing N-PolyVector Fields with Complex Polynomials"        
SmoothMethod SmoothM;
//the number of faces of the ring used ot esteem the curvature
int curvRing;
}; 

MyTriMesh tri_mesh
typedef FieldSmoother<MyTriMesh> FieldSmootherType;
FieldSmootherType::SmoothParam SParam; 
FieldSmootherType::SmoothDirections(tri_mesh,SParam);

vcg::tri::CrossField<MyTriMesh>::OrientDirectionFaceCoherently(tri_mesh);    
vcg::tri::CrossField<MyTriMesh>::UpdateSingularByCross(tri_mesh);
 



Field Aligned Parametrization 
Align triangles to cross field 

 

 

 

In the computation two linear scalar functions (u, v) are sought whose 
gradients are ori- ented consistently with the cross field directions. 
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Figure 3: (a) The three constrained faces (red) are the roots of
dual spanning trees (green) covering the respective Voronoi cells.
Each cell contains only one constraint and along all branches of
the tree zero period jumps can be propagated without changing the
total smoothness energy. (b) With the angle ✓ w.r.t. the local ref-
erence direction (green) the cross field directions u

T

, v

T

can be
extracted and used for the parametrization. In the computation two
linear scalar functions (u, v) are sought whose gradients are ori-
ented consistently with the cross field directions.

4.2 Finding a smooth, interpolating cross field

Equipped with these basic definitions we are ready to formulate
the optimization problem. Given a mesh M and a subset of faces
F

c

⇢ F with constrained directions ✓

i

= ✓̂

i

, we search for the
smoothest interpolating cross field, i.e. we want to minimize (1).
Accordingly we have to find an integer p

ij

per edge and a real
valued angle ✓

i

per face.

Reducing the Search Space: Up to here there is a whole space of
equivalent minimizers to the energy (1). To understand this, assume
we have already computed a minimizer which for one triangle pro-
vides the angle ✓0 and the three period jumps p01, p02 and p03. If
we now rotate the vector by a multiple of ⇡

2 , i.e. set ✓̃0 = ✓0 +k · ⇡

2
and compensate this change by updating the affected period jumps
to p̃0i

= p0i

� k, the smoothness energy is unchanged. We can
repeat this procedure for all free triangles f 2 F \ F

c

. Conse-
quently the solution can be made unique by fixing one period jump
per free triangle to an arbitrary value, e.g. zero, without changing
the energy of the minimizer. Care should be taken not to fix edges
whose dual path connects two constrained faces, as done in [Ray
et al. 2008b], or closes loops because in these cases the cross field
curvature along this path would be fixed to an arbitrary value and is
not the intended result of the minimizer.

A valid set of edges, whose period jumps are allowed to be set to
zero, can be found by constructing a forest of Dijkstra trees of the
dual mesh as shown in Figure 3. Each constrained face in F

c

is the
root of a separate tree such that no tree connects constrained faces.
The number of fixed edges is exactly |F \ F

c

| since starting from
the constrained faces each other face of the mesh is conquered by
adding a single edge. Notice that no dual loop can be closed by a
tree structure, such that we end up with a valid set of edges which
can be fixed to zero period jumps without changing the energy of
the minimizer.

Obviously there are many other valid sets of edges which could be
fixed. The reason why we use trees living in the discrete Voronoi
cells of the corresponding constrained faces is that this choice min-
imizes the length of a path to its corresponding constraint and so
improves the accuracy of the greedy mixed-integer solver.

Additionally to the period jumps on tree edges each period jump
between two adjacent constrained faces f

i

and f

j

can be fixed to

Figure 4: Greedy rounding yields a smaller smoothness energy and
fewer singularities (bottom), whereas the direct rounding produces
unnecessary singularities and a higher energy (top). Note that these
are the singularities and the field as they emerge from the solver, no
singularity optimization has been carried out.

p

ij

= round(2/⇡(✓̂
j

� ✓̂

i

�

ij

)), since p

ij

is only part of a single
quadratic term in (1), which is independent from other variables.

In summary we end up with a mixed-integer problem consisting of
|F \ F

c

| ⇡ 2|V | real valued variables ✓

i

and |E|� |F \ F

c

| ⇡ |V |
integer valued variables p

ij

.

Mixed-Integer Formulation: To apply the greedy mixed-integer
solver from Section 2 it is sufficient to assemble the system of linear
equations by setting the gradient of the energy (1) to zero:
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Notice that the values on edges are antisymmetric, i.e. p

ij

= �p

ji

and 

ij

= �

ji

, which can lead to sign changes in equations (2)
and (3). For all variables which are not fixed, we set up a row and
assemble all of them into a single matrix. After applying our greedy
mixed-integer solver, the result is a smooth cross field where the in-
teger valued period jumps define type and position of all singulari-
ties. Figure 4 compares the result of our greedy solver with that of a
direct rounding, where red and blue spheres represent singularities
with negative and positive index respectively.

In practice we observed that some singularity positions, especially
those in flat regions, can sometimes be improved by a local search
algorithm, as described in the next section.

Local Search Singularity Optimization: In a postprocess we op-
tionally check for each singularity, if the energy can be decreased
by moving it to a neighboring vertex. Moving a singularity along
an edge e

ij

means changing the corresponding period jump p

ij

.
Notice, that by this operation only the right-hand-side of the linear
system is changed. Consequently we can precalculate the sparse
Cholesky factorization of this matrix once and then compute solu-
tions for different right-hand-sides efficiently [Botsch et al. 2005].

p

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) By placing a cut to a cone singularity p (here of index
1
4 ) a distortion free unfolding of the patch is possible. (b) The upper
image shows two directions of the cross field. In the lower image
the mesh is cut into disk topology along the green edges, such that
these directions can be consistently oriented on each side of the cut.

5 Global Parametrization

We now compute a global parametrization, i.e., a map from the
given meshM to some disk-shaped parameter domain ⌦ 2 R2.
Since the parametrization should be piecewise linear, it is sufficient
to assign a (u, v) parameter value to each vertex — more precisely
to each triangle corner — in the mesh.

The parametrization should be locally oriented according to the op-
timized cross field from Section 4 which implies that the gradients
of the piecewise linear scalar fields u and v defined on the meshM
should minimize the local orientation energy

E

T

= khru� u

T

k2 + khrv � v

T

k2

for each triangle T . Here h is a global scaling parameter which
controls the edge length of the resulting quad mesh. The vectors u

T

and v

T

are two orthogonal vectors in T corresponding to the cross
field directions ✓ and ✓ + ⇡/2. Since the cross field is defined only
up to rotations by ⇡/2 we will have to specify which of the four
possibilities we are picking in each triangle such that the proper
compatibility conditions are satisfied across each edge in the mesh.

The global orientation energy is then defined as the integral of E

T

over the entire meshM

E

orient

=

Z

M
E

T

dA =
X

T2M

E

T

area(T ). (4)

The minimizer of this quadratic functional is obtained by solving
the sparse linear system which sets all the partial derivatives of
E

orient

to zero.

Cutting the mesh: In order to be able to compute a proper
parametrization minimizing E

orient

we have to cut open the mesh
M, such that we obtain a patch that is topologically equivalent to a
disk. An additional requirement is that all singular vertices must lie
on the cut, i.e. at the boundary of the parameter domain. The rea-
son is that the angle defect of a singularity cannot be represented by
an inner vertex of the parametrization as depicted in Figure 5. We
compute an appropriate cut graph in two steps.

First we start from a random triangle and grow a topological disk
by constructing a dual spanning tree. Thus the primal of all non
spanning tree edges is already a cut graph which transforms M
into disk topology. The size of this cut graph can be significantly
reduced by iteratively removing all open paths.

In the second step paths connecting each singularity to the cut graph
are added. This can be done by successively applying Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm.

At the end of the two cutting steps we have a triangle mesh patch
where all the singularities are located at the boundary. If a sin-
gularity is not a leaf node of the cut graph then it appears several
times along the boundary. In order to compute a parametrization we
have to find a planar embedding of this boundary polygon as well
as all the interior vertices. The location of the mesh vertices in the
parameter domain is computed by minimizing E

orient

, however,
there are a number of consistency constraints that have to be taken
into account.

Integer location of singularities: By allowing a singularity to be
in general position, it would cause an n-sided face instead of a
valence-n vertex. Therefore to guarantee a pure quadrangulation,
we have to snap all singularities to integer locations in the param-
eter domain. This means that the overall parametrization task is
now a mixed-integer problem which we solve by our mixed-integer
greedy solver from Section 2.

Cross boundary compatibility: In order to avoid visible seams
across the cut paths on the surface we have to make sure that the
quad structure on both sides of a cut edge is compatible. This is
guaranteed by allowing only a grid automorphism as a transition
function. This requires that the (u, v) parameter values on both
sides of a cut edge are related by

(u0
, v

0) = Rot

i

90 (u, v) + (j, k)

with integer coefficients (i, j, k).

The rotation coefficient in the transition functions can easily be
computed by propagating a globally consistent orientation in the
cross field, as illustrated in Figure 5 . Since after the cutting, all
interior vertices of the mesh are regular, we can start at a random
face and propagate its orientation in a breadth first manner to all
the neighboring faces. This will establish a zero-rotation across all
inner edges. The rotations Rot

i

90 across the cut edges can be found
by simply comparing the orientations in neighboring faces.

After fixing the rotations, the cross boundary compatibility condi-
tions can be incorporated into the optimization scheme as linear
constraints. Therefore for each cut edge e = pq we introduce two
integer variables je, ke to formulate the four compatibility condi-
tions:

(u0
p

, v

0
p

) = Rot

ie
90 (u

p

, v

p

) + (je, ke)

(u0
q

, v

0
q

) = Rot

ie
90 (u

q

, v

q

) + (je, ke)

Hence, in total we add two integer variables and eliminate four con-
tinuous variables per cut edge.

Applying our mixed-integer greedy solver to this parametrization
task can be understood in an intuitive way. After computing an
all-continuous solution, which corresponds to the unconstrained
parametrization, we iteratively snap the singularities to integer lo-
cations.

5.1 Anisotropic Norm

In practice exact orientation is often more important than exact edge
length. The reason is that changing the orientation along a highly
curved feature line, the quadrangulation quality will drop off dra-
matically due to normal noise. The orientation can be improved
by less penalizing stretch which is in the direction of the desired
iso-lines. This can be achieved by an anisotropic norm

k(u, v)k2(↵,�) = ↵u

2 + �v

2

which penalizes the deviation along the major directions with dif-
ferent weights. Notice, such a diagonal metric is sufficient since we
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¤  Discontinuous integer-lines at cut 
edges 

Handling cuts 



(u‘,v‘) (u,v) 

¤  Discontinuous integer-lines at cut 
edges 

¤  Continuity constraint 

Handling cuts 



(u‘,v‘) (u,v) 
rotation 

known from 
orientation field 

¤  Discontinuous integer-lines at cut 
edges 

¤  Continuity constraint 

 

 

 

 

Handling cuts 



(u´,v´) (u,v) 
rotation translation 

known from 
orientation field 

¤  Discontinuous integer-lines at cut 
edges 

¤  Continuity constraint 

Handling cuts 



(u´,v´) (u,v) 
rotation translation 

known from 
orientation field 

(𝑗, 𝑘) ∈ ℤ2	  

¤  Discontinuous integer-lines at cut 
edges 

¤  Continuity constraint 
 

Handling cuts 



Sharp Features 
Sharp features as hard constraints 

 

 



Mixed Integer Parametrization(VCG) 
Parametrizator in  wrap/igl/miq_parametrization.h 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A simple call 

 

 

struct MIQParameters
    {
        //the gradient of the parametrization 1 is the bb diagonal..
        double gradient;
        //do the rounding or not across cuts... set to true to get a quadrangulation
        bool doRound;
       ...
        double crease_thr;
        //number of 90° rotation independence
        int Ndir;
        //round or not the singularities
        bool round_singularities;
        //use the crease edges as feature or not
        bool crease_as_feature;
};

MyTriMesh tri_mesh;
vcg::tri::MiQParametrizer<MyTriMesh>::MIQParameters MiqP;
vcg::tri::MiQParametrizer<MyTriMesh>::MIQParametrize(tri_mesh,MiqP); 



Quadrangulation 



Quadrangulation(VCG) 
¤  Extension of the refinement algorithm  

¤  in <vcg/complex/algorithms/quadrangulator.h> 

¤  Cut trought integer lines 

¤  Split each triangle 

¤  Merge edges/triangles to quads  

 

MyTriMesh tri_mesh;
MyQuadMesh quad_mesh;
std::vector< std::vector< short int> > AxisUV
vcg::tri::Quadrangulator<MyTriMesh,MyQuadMesh> Quadr;
Quadr.Quadrangulate(tri_mesh,quad_mesh,AxisUV);
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